No action on EECS for Class of 1988
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The department has taken such measures on a small scale already, he said.
Course VI faculty members have no time to plan research or to write textbooks, Wilson asserted. The department may have to eliminate the thesis requirement because the faculty cannot supervise as many students. The department would require 30 faculty and a $1.8 million budget increase to teach students adequately if the faculty chose not to act, Wilson said.
The faculty then rejected the motion, 131 to 67.
The faculty question may have unduly influenced some members, Smith said. "There are a lot of [faculty members] who don't know how admissions works. ... The fairness question made it easier for the faculty to reject the proposal," Smith said.
"The committee will meet on Thursday," Smith said. "I would like to come back [before the faculty with a proposal] in February."
Moses declined to comment after the faculty's announcement.
Members will meet again on Dec. 21 at a regularly scheduled faculty meeting.

World

Kuwait bombings leave seven dead — Six bombs exploded Monday in Kuwait, killing seven and injuring 62. In an incident similar to the bombing of US Marine barracks in Lebanon last month, a truck loaded with explosives smashed through the gate of the Kuwait embassy compound. The seven killed were six embassy employees and the driver of the truck. The cause of the incident is under investigation.

Military role in Argentina ends — Paul Rizzolo, an associate of Argentina's military government, has announced that the military will not continue to play a significant role in Argentina's government. This was a reaction to the recent violence in Argentina, which has caused widespread unrest.

Nation

Long Island recruiting station bombing — No injuries were reported and two bombs exploded at an East Meadow, N.Y., recruiting station Wednesday. The station is located near an area where 300,000 people have been killed in previous road accidents.

No vehicle, which on 14th street, a major road in the area, was reported to be the target of the bombing.

Technical round-up

Damp and dreary — Cloudy and wet conditions will continue throughout the evening with a chance of drizzle and fog. Highs in the upper 40s to lower 50s. Rain will become heavier tonight and continue through tomorrow morning. Lows tonight will be in the mid-to-upper 40s and highs tomorrow will be in the mid-to-upper 50s. Flooding of poor drainage areas is expected to continue.

President Paul E. Gray '54 presides at the special faculty meeting.
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President E. Gray '54 presides at the special faculty meeting yesterday.